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Abstract. A visual consensus feedback mechanism for group decision
making (GDM) problems with complementary linguistic preference relations is presented. Linguistic preferences are modelled using triangular
fuzzy membership functions, and the concepts of similarity degree (SD)
between two experts as well as the proximity degree (PD) between an
expert and the rest of experts in the group are defined and used to
measure the consensus level (CL). A feedback mechanism is proposed to
identify experts, alternatives and corresponding preference values that
contribute less to consensus. The novelty of this feedback mechanism
is that it provides experts with visual representations of their consensus status to easily ‘see’ their consensus position within the group as
well as to identify the alternatives and preference values that should be
reconsidered for changing in the subsequent consensus round. The feedback mechanism also includes individualised recommendations to those
identified experts on changing their identified preference values and visual graphical simulation of future consensus status if the recommended
values were to be implemented.
Keywords: Group decisions making, Consensus, linguistic preferences,
Visual feedback mechanism
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Introduction

Subjectivity, imprecision and vagueness in the articulation of opinions pervade
real world decision applications, and individuals usually find difficult to evaluate
their preference using exact numbers. In these cases, individuals might feel more
comfortable using words by means of linguistic labels or terms to articulate their
preferences [1, 2].
Let L = {l0 , . . . , ls } be a set of linguistic labels (s ≥ 2), with semantics
underlying a ranking relation that can be precisely captured with a linear order:
l0 < l1 < · · · < ls . Assuming that the number of labels is odd and the central
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label (ls/2 ) stands for the indifference state when comparing two alternatives, the
remaining labels are usually located symmetrically around that central assessment, which guarantees that a kind of complementary or reciprocity property
holds as in the case of numerical preferences [3]. Thus, if the linguistic assessment associated to the pair of alternatives (xi , xj ) is rij = lh ∈ L, then the
linguistic assessment corresponding to the pair of alternatives (xj , xi ) would be
rji = ls−h . Therefore, the operator defined as N (lh ) = lg with (g + h) = s is a
negator operator because N (N (lh )) = N (lg ) = lh [4].
The main two representation formats of linguistic information are [2]: the
cardinal, which is based on the use of fuzzy sets characterised with membership
functions and that are mathematically processed using Zadeh’s extension principle [1]; and the ordinal, which is based on the use of the symbolic computational
model [2]. Although the latter representation is able to capture some of the linguistic information to model, it is in fact processed using mathematical tools that
are not appropriate for ordinal information but for information provided using
a difference or ratio scale. Evidence of this is that the ordinal linguistic model is
mathematically equivalent to the cardinal approach with fuzzy sets represented
using a representative element of the corresponding membership functions, an
example of which is the centroid [4]. Therefore, the uncertainty nature of the
information is lost in the ordinal linguistic computational model. Furthermore,
the linguistic cardinal approach is richer than the ordinal linguistic approach,
not only because it has the latter one as a particular case but also because it
provides a more flexible tool for GDM with LPRs because different types of
fuzzy sets are possible to be used depending on the type and intensity of the
imprecision and vagueness contained in the linguistic information to model.
In particular, convex normal fuzzy subsets of the real line, also known as
fuzzy numbers, are commonly used to represent linguistic terms [5–7]. By doing
this, each linguistic assessment is represented using a fuzzy number that is characterised by a membership function, with base variable the unit interval [0, 1],
describing its semantic meaning. The membership function maps each value in
[0, 1] to a degree of performance representing its compatibility with the linguistic assessment [1]. This paper focuses on the use of triangular fuzzy numbers to
model linguistic information, which leads to the so-called triangular fuzzy complementary preference relations (TFCPRs) [8] because they extend both numeric
preference relations and interval-valued preference relations.
GDM problems generally involve situations of conflict among its experts,
and therefore it is preferable that the set of experts reach consensus before applying a selection process to derive the decision solution. There are two basic
consensus models in GDM: the static consensus models [9] and the interactive
consensus models [10]. The former does not implement any type of feedback
mechanism to advice experts on how to change their preferences in order to
achieve a higher consensus level while the latter does. Existing interactive consensus models methodology relies on the imposition to decision makers (DM) of
changes in their opinion when consensus is below a threshold value. However,
in practice, it is up to the decision maker to implement or not the recommen-
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dations given to him/her [11]. A more reasonable and suitable policy should
rest on this premise and, consequently, it would allow the DM to revisit his/her
evaluations using appropriate and meaningful consensus information representation. Therefore, the aim of this paper is to propose a visual consensus feedback
mechanism for GDM to provide experts with visual representations of their consensus status to easily ‘see’ their consensus position within the group as well as
to identify the alternatives and preference values that he/she should reconsider
for changing in the subsequent consensus round. The feedback mechanism also
includes individualised recommendations to those identified experts on changing
their identified preference values as well as visual graphical simulation of future
consensus status if the recommended values were to be implemented. To achieve
this, we first define a TFCPRs similarity degree (SD) to measure, in the unit
interval, how close two individual experts are. The proximity of an expert with
respect to the whole group of experts is also measured, resulting in individual
proximity degree (PD). Consensus level (CL) is defined as a linear combination
of SD with PD, and all will be defined at the three different levels of a preference
relation [12–14]: the pairs of alternatives, the alternatives and the whole set of
alternatives.
The rest of paper is set out as follows: Section 2 focuses on the development
of similarity and proximity degrees for TFCPRs. In Section 3, the level of consensus for TFCPRs is proposed, and a visual information feedback mechanism
to increase the level of consensus is investigated. Finally, conclusions are drawn
in Section 4.

2

Similarity and proximity degrees of triangular fuzzy
complementary preference relations

e of R is called a triangular fuzzy number (TFN) when its
A fuzzy subset A
membership function µAe(x) : R → [0, 1] is [15]:

0,
x<a



 x−a , a < x ≤ b
b−a
µAe(x) =
c−x

, b≤x<c


 c−b
0,
x>c
e = (a, b, c), with a and c known as the lower
A TFN is shortly represented as A
and upper bounds, respectively, while b is known as its modal value.
A preference relation on a set of alternatives X = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn } with
elements being TFNs, Pe = (e
pij )n×n and peij = (aij , bij , cij ), is called a triangular fuzzy complementary preference relation (TFCPR) if the following property
holds [15]:
aij + cji = bij + bji = cij + aji = 1, ∀i, j = 1, 2, . . . n,

(1)
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Similarity degrees

e1 = (a1 , b1 , c1 ) and A
e2 = (a2 , b2 , c2 ), their similarity d(A
e1 , A
e2 )
Given two TFNs, A
can be defined as follows [16, 12]:
e1 , A
e2 ) = 1 − |a1 − a2 | + |b1 − b2 | + |c1 − c2 | .
s(A
3
In the following, the similarity degree between two experts using TFCPRs is
introduced:
Definition 1 Let P h = (phik ) and P l = (plik ) be two TFCPRs on a set of alternatives X provided by two experts eh and el , respectively. Then, the similarity
hl
degree between experts eh and el on the pair of alternatives (xi , xk ), SDik
, is :
hl
SDik
= SD(phik , plik ) = 1 − d(phik , plik ).

(2)

hl
Notice that SDik
= 1 implies |ahik − alik | = |bhik − blik | = |chik − clik | = 0 and
h
l
therefore pik = pik . Therefore, we have the following interpretation: the higher
hl
the value of SDik
, the more similar phik and plik are.

Definition 2 The similarityPdegree between experts eh and el on the alternative
n
SD(phik ,plik )
.
xi is: SDihl = SD(phi , pli ) = k=1
n
As above, when SDihl = 1 experts eh and el provide the same linguistic valuations
for pairs of alternatives involving xi . Thus, the higher the value of SDihl , the
more similar the experts’ preferences are on the alternative xi .
Definition 3 The similarity degree between P
experts
eh and el on the whole set
n Pn
SD(phik ,plik )
i=1
k=1
of alternatives X is: SDhl = SD(P h , P l ) =
.
2
n
Clearly, SDhl = 1 means that experts eh and el provide identical TFCPRs, and
we can interpret this similarity degree as follows: the higher the value SDhl , the
closer experts eh and el are in their preferences on the set of alternatives.
The similarity degrees of an expert with the rest of the group of experts at
the three different levels of a relation are defined as:
Level 1. Similarity degree on the pair of alternatives
) of expert eh to
Pm (xi , xk hl
SD
ik
l=1, l6=h
the rest of experts in the group is SP Ahik =
.
m−1
Level 2. Similarity degree on the
xi of expert eh to the rest of exPalternative
n
h
SP
A
ik
perts in the group is SAhi = k=1
.
n
Level 3. Similarity degree on the preference
relation
of expert eh to the rest of
Pn
h
SA
i
experts in the group is SDh = i=1
.
n
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Finally, each expert in the GDM problem can be associated a relative (normalised) importance degree based on the similarity degrees at level 3 computed
above, which we obviously refer to as the relative similarity degree of an expert:
h
RSDh = PmSDSDl . These relative importance degrees could be different to parl=1
ticular importance weights the experts in the group are assigned before they
provide their linguistic information on the set of alternatives. Our methodology
is to implement both importance degrees in the computation of consensus to
reflect the actual position of experts in the group as a collective [17, 18]. This
will be developed in the following subsection. Next we provide a simple GDM
example to illustrate the computation of the similarity degrees at the three levels
of a relation and the final relative similarity degrees of the experts in the group.
Example 1. Suppose four experts {e1 , e2 , e3 , e4 } with associated importance degrees ID = (0.2, 0.1, 0.4, 0.3)T , are asked to provide their preference on a set of
four alternatives {x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 }, being their linguistic preferences modelled via
the following TFCPRs:


−
(0.3, 0.4, 0.5) (0.4, 0.5, 0.6) (0.5, 0.6, 0.7)
 (0.5, 0.6, 0.7)
−
(0.4, 0.5, 0.6) (0.3, 0.4, 0.5) 

P1 = 
 (0.4, 0.5, 0.6) (0.4, 0.5, 0.6)
−
(0.5, 0.6, 0.7) 
(0.3, 0.4, 0.5) (0.5, 0.6, 0.7) (0.3, 0.4, 0.5)
−


−
(0.4, 0.5, 0.6) (0.2, 0.3, 0.4) (0.3, 0.4, 0.5)
 (0.4, 0.5, 0.6)
−
(0.5, 0.6, 0.7) (0.5, 0.6, 0.7) 

P2 = 
 (0.6, 0.7, 0.8) (0.3, 0.4, 0.5)
−
(0.1, 0.2, 0.3) 
(0.5, 0.6, 0.7) (0.3, 0.4, 0.5) (0.7, 0.8, 0.9)
−


−
(0.5, 0.6, 0.7) (0.4, 0.5, 0.6) (0.6, 0.7, 0.8)
 (0.3, 0.4, 0.5)
−
(0.5, 0.6, 0.7) (0.2, 0.3, 0.4) 

P3 = 
 (0.4, 0.5, 0.6) (0.3, 0.4, 0.5)
−
(0.4, 0.5, 0.6) 
(0.2, 0.3, 0.4) (0.6, 0.7, 0.8) (0.4, 0.5, 0.6)
−


−
(0.4, 0.5, 0.6) (0.5, 0.6, 0.7) (0.5, 0.6, 0.7)
 (0.4, 0.5, 0.6)
−
(0.6, 0.7, 0.8) (0.2, 0.3, 0.4) 

P4 = 
 (0.3, 0.4, 0.5) (0.2, 0.3, 0.4)
−
(0.3, 0.4, 0.5) 
(0.3, 0.4, 0.5) (0.6, 0.7, 0.8) (0.5, 0.6, 0.7)
−
I) The similarity degree on pairs of alternatives for each expert are:




1.000 0.933 0.767 0.767
1.000 0.867 0.900 0.900
 0.933 1.000 0.933 0.733 
 0.867 1.000 0.867 0.867 
2



SP A1 = 
 0.900 0.867 1.000 0.767  ; SP A =  0.767 0.933 1.000 0.700 
0.767 0.733 0.700 1.000
0.900 0.867 0.767 1.000





1.000 0.867 0.900 0.833
1.000 0.933 0.833 0.900
 0.867 1.000 0.933 0.867 
 0.933 1.000 0.867 0.867 
4



SP A3 = 
 0.900 0.933 1.000 0.833  ; SP A =  0.833 0.867 1.000 0.833 
0.833 0.867 0.833 1.000
0.900 0.867 0.833 1.000
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II) The similarity degrees on alternatives for each expert are:


SA1 = 0.917, 0.900, 0.883, 0.883 ; SA2 = 0.867, 0.900, 0.850, 0.800


SA3 = 0.900, 0.917, 0.917, 0.883 ; SA4 = 0.917, 0.917, 0.883, 0.900
III) The similarity degrees on the set of alternatives for each expert are:
SD1 = 0.896 ; SD2 = 0.854 ; SD3 = 0.904 ; SD4 = 0.904.
IV) The relative group similarity degrees for each expert are:
RSD1 = 0.252 ; RSD2 = 0.240 ; RSD3 = 0.254 ; RSD4 = 0.254.
2.2

Proximity degrees

The proximity degrees measure the similarity between individual experts’ opinions and the collective opinion for the group of experts. The aggregation of
individual opinions will be weighted using a weight vector whose elements are
a linear combination of the importance degree of individuals before the decision making process and the relative similarity degrees computed based on the
information they provided as per the previous subsection. This is elaborated
next:
(1) Experts weighting vector: W = η · ID + (1 − η) · RSD. If η > 0.5,
then the group/moderator values higher the a priori importance degrees of
the experts than their a posteriori relative similarity degrees. Obviously, for
homogeneous GDM problems the value η = 0 applies.
(2) The collective TFCPR, P = (pik )n×n , is computed as follows:
pik = w1 ⊗ p1ik ⊕ w2 ⊗ p2ik ⊕ · · · ⊕ wm ⊗ pm
ik

(3)

Example 2 ( Example 1 Continuation). Assuming a value of η = 0.5 we have the
following weighting vector
W = 0.5 ∗ ID + 0.5 ∗ RSD = (0.22, 0.17, 0.33, 0.28)T
and the collective TFCPR is


−
(0.41, 0.51, 0.61) (0.39, 0.49, 0.59) (0.50, 0.60, 0.70)
 (0.39, 0.49, 0.59)
−
(0.51, 0.61, 0.71) (0.27, 0.37, 0.47) 

P =
 (0.41, 0.51, 0.61) (0.29, 0.39, 0.49)
−
(0.34, 0.44, 0.54) 
(0.30, 0.40, 0.50) (0.53, 0.63, 0.73) (0.46, 0.56, 0.66)
−
Once the collective TFCPR is obtained, we compute the proximity degrees
for each expert at the three different levels of a relation:
Level 1. Proximity degree on pair of alternatives (xi , xk ) of expert eh to the
group is P P Ahik = SD(phik , pik ).
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Level
degree on alternatives xi of expert eh to the group is P Ahi =
Pn2. Proximity
h
k=1 P P Aik
.
n
Level 3. Proximity
on the preference relation of expert eh to the group
Pn degree
h
i=1 P Ai
h
is P D =
.
n
Example 3 ( Example 1 Continuation). Proximity degrees computation.
I) The proximity degree on pairs of alternatives for each expert are:




1.000 0.889 0.994 0.999
1.000 0.989 0.806 0.801
 0.889 1.000 0.894 0.973 
 0.989 1.000 0.994 0.773 
2



P P A1 = 
 0.994 0.894 1.000 0.843  ; P P A =  0.806 0.994 1.000 0.757 
0.999 0.973 0.843 1.000
0.801 0.773 0.757 1.000



1.000 0.989 0.894 0.999
1.000 0.911 0.994 0.899
 0.989 1.000 0.906 0.927 
 0.911 1.000 0.994 0.927 
4



P P A3 = 
 0.994 0.994 1.000 0.943  ; P P A =  0.894 0.906 1.000 0.957 
0.999 0.927 0.957 1.000
0.899 0.927 0.943 1.000


II) The proximity degrees on alternatives for each expert are:


P A1 = 0.971, 0.939, 0.933, 0.954 ; P A2 = 0.899, 0.939, 0.889, 0.833


P A3 = 0.951, 0.958, 0.983, 0.942 ; P A4 = 0.971, 0.956, 0.940, 0.971
III) The proximity degrees on the relation for each expert are:
P D1 = 0.949 ; P D2 = 0.890 ; P D3 = 0.958 ; P D4 = 0.959.

3

Consensus model with visual information feedback
mechanism for GDM with TFCPRs

Both similarity degree (SD) and proximity degree (PD) convey the concept of
closeness of opinions between experts in a group: the first one between pairs of
individual experts and the second one between an individual expert and the rest
of experts in the group. Thus, both degrees could/should be used in measuring
the level of consensus within a group of experts regarding the set of feasible
alternatives in GDM. The simplest of the combinations is the linear one, and
it is here used to propose the following definitions of the consensus level (CL)
associated to each expert of the group at the three different levels of a relation:
Level 1. Consensus level on the pair of alternatives (CLPA) (xi , xk ) of expert
eh is CLP Ahik = ψ · SP Ahik + (1 − ψ) · P P Ahik .
Level 2. Consensus level on the alternatives(CLA) xi of expert eh is CLAhi =
ψ · SAhi + (1 − ψ) · P Ahi .
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Level 3. Consensus level on the relation (CL) of expert eh is CLh = ψ · SDh +
(1 − ψ) · P Dh .
The parameter ψ ∈ [0, 1] controls the weight of both similarity and proximity
criteria. Unless there are specific reasons to prefer one index to the other one, the
value to assume for the weighting parameter ψ should be 0.5, as it is assumed
in the example below.
Example 4 ( Example 1 Continuation). Consensus levels computation. Setting
ψ at 0.5, the following consensus levels on the relation are obtained:
CL1 = 0.922, CL2 = 0.872, CL3 = 0.932, CL4 = 0.932
The only expert with a consensus level below the threshold value is e2 and
therefore he/she will receive feedback advice on how to change his/her preferences to achieve a higher consensus level.
In practice, it is rare to achieve full and unanimous agreement of all the
experts regarding all the feasible alternatives. As a consequence, the consensus
threshold value (γ) to achieve is usually set to a value lower than 1. At the same
time, the decision output should be acceptable for at least half of the experts,
which means that the parameter γ should be set to a value no lower than 0.5.
If the consensus level is not acceptable, that is, if it is lower than the specified
threshold value, the experts are normally invited to discuss their opinions further in an effort to make them closer. To help experts in their discussion, in
the following section a detailed description of a visual feedback methodology is
provided.
3.1

Visual Information Feedback Mechanism

The visual information feedback mechanism consists of three stages: firstly, the
identification of the triangular fuzzy preference values that should be subject to
modification; secondly, the generation of advice on the direction–value of the
required change; and, thirdly, the automatic feedback process simulation to show
what would happen if experts are to accept the recommended preference values.
These three stages are described in detail below:
(1) Identification of the Triangular Fuzzy Preference Values: The set of triangular fuzzy preference values that contribute less to reach an acceptable
consensus level is identified and presented to the experts using visual graphs
as illustrated in Fig. 1. Once consensus levels are computed, at the relation
level, all experts will receive a visual representation of their consensus status
in relation to the threshold value, which can be used to easily identify the
experts furthest form the group. Following with Ex. 4, and using a threshold value γ = 0.9, Fig. 1(a) clearly identifies expert e2 as the only expert
contributing less to group consensus. If necessary, individual visual representations of consensus levels of alternatives and pair of alternatives are also
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provided to each expert to help them identify those alternatives and their
associated preference values at the level of pairs of alternatives that contribute less to consensus and, consequently, potential to be reconsidered for
changing in the next round of consensus. It is obvious from Ex. 4 that this is
necessary to be done for expert e2 , whom would receive visual representation
at these levels as illustrated in Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 1(c), respectively.

--------Threshold Value
--------Before Feedback

--------Threshold Value
--------Before Feedback

2

2

4

CL

P

--------Threshold Value
--------Before Feedback

3

P

CLA

P
1

CLPA13
2
CLPA 12

CL

CL

2

CLA 3

CLA1

3

CL
4

CLPA

2

CLA 2

1

P

2

2

P

2

CL

CLA 42

CLPA 14

(a) Consensus levels on the (b) Consensus levels on the (c) Consensus levels on the
relation: CLh
alternatives for e2 : CLA2i
pairs of alternatives for A1
and e2 : CLP A21j
Fig. 1. Visual representation of consensus levels in relation to the consensus threshold
value

Mathematically, these steps are modelled as follows:
Step 1. The set of experts with consensus levels below the threshold value
γ is identified: ECH = {h |CLh < γ}.
Step 2. For experts identified in step 1, those alternatives with a consensus
level below γ are identified: ACH = {(h, i) | h ∈ ECH ∧ CLAhi < γ}.
Step 3. Finally, the triangular fuzzy preference values for the experts and
alternatives identified in steps 1 and 2 that need to be changed are
identified: P ACH = {(h, i, k) | (h, i) ∈ ACH ∧ CLP Ahik < γ}.
Example 5 ( Example 1 Continuation). The sets of 3-tuple identified as contributing less to consensus are:
P ACH = {(2, 1, 3), (2, 1, 4), (2, 2, 4), (2, 3, 1), (2, 3, 4), (2, 4, 1), (2, 4, 2), (2, 4, 3)}
(2) Generation of Advice: The feedback mechanism also generates personalised
recommendations rules, which will not only tell the experts which preference values they should change, but also provide them with the consensus
advice to revisit their evaluation in the light of this extra information. For
all (h, i, k) ∈ P ACH, the following rule is feed backed to the corresponding
experts:
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“To increase your consensus level (CL), your preference value phik should be
Pm
h
closer to pik = ψ · phik + (1 − ψ) · pik , ” where phik = ( l=1, l6=h plik )/(m − 1)
and pik the collective preference value. The reciprocity property that the
TFCPRs verify implies that when the pair of alternatives (i, k) is identified
for change, the pair (k, i) has to be changed accordingly as well.
Example 6 ( (Example 1 continuation)).
e2 are:
– Preference value p213 should be closer
– Preference value p231 should be closer
– Preference value p214 should be closer
– Preference value p241 should be closer
– Preference value p224 should be closer
– Preference value p242 should be closer
– Preference value p234 should be closer
– Preference value p243 should be closer

The recommendations for expert
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

(0.4,0.5,0.6).
(0.4,0.5,0.6).
(0.5,0.6,0.7).
(0.3,0.4,0.5).
(0.4,0.5,0.6).
(0.4,0.5,0.6).
(0.4,0.5,0.6).
(0.4,0.5,0.6).

(3) Automatic Feedback Process Simulation: A what-if scenario analysis could
be run to generate a visual graphical simulation of future consensus status
if the recommended values were to be implemented, as shown in Fig. 2(a),
Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(c). This will provide the decision makers with a clear
picture of their actual position within the group, which they can then use
to decide upon their actual position or subsequent action. If the advice is
implemented, then the consensus level increases as example 7 shows. Not implementing these advices can lead to the consensus level to remain fixed or to
increase at a very low rate, which would make the group consensus threshold
value difficult to achieve. To avoid these situation, a maximum number of
iterations maxIter can be incorporated in the visual information feedback
mechanism following a similar approach of consensus models proposed in
[19].
Example 7 ( Finishing Example 1). After expert e2 revisits his/her evaluation
and implements the recommended TFNs, a new round of the consensus process
is carried out, leading to the following new consensus levels:
CL1 = 0.956, CL2 = 0.976, CL3 = 0.961, CL4 = 0.957.
Because all experts are over the minimum consensus threshold value γ = 0.9,
the consensual collective TFCPR is computed from which the final solution of
consensus will be selected.

4

Conclusion

In this paper, a novel visual information feedback mechanism for GDM problems
with TFCPRs has been presented. To achieve this, the concepts of similarity degree (SD) between two experts as well as the proximity degree (PD) between an
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--------Threshold Value

--------Threshold Value

--------Threshold Value

--------Before Feedback
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--------Before Feedback

--------Before Feedback

--------After Feedback

--------After Feedback

--------After Feedback
2

CLPA13

CLA23

CLA12

2

P

4

CL

4

3

CL

CLPA 12

P

CLA

CLPA

P

2

CLA2

1

CL
P
2

CLPA 14

3

CL

1

CLA 24

2

CL
P

2

(a) CLP A21j before and af- (b) CLA2i before and af- (c) CLh before and after e2 implements recom- ter e2 implements recom- ter e2 implements recommended values
mended values
mended values
Fig. 2. Simulation of consensus before and after recommended values are implemented
by expert e2

experts and the rest of experts in the group are developed for TFCPRs. These
degrees are used to compute both the aggregation weighting vector as well as
the consensus level of the group of experts. The visual information feedback
mechanism is investigated to identify experts, alternatives and corresponding
preference values that contribute less to consensus. Recommendations to help
experts the direction of the change required to increase their consensus are produced and an automatic visual feedback process simulation to show the experts
what would happen if they were to follow recommendations by pictures is developed.
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